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Introduction
•

Within Australia, government
reimbursement for modulated
treatments tied (until recently) to pretreatment dose verification with
measurements

•

In our department, approximately 80%
of treatments are modulated

•

We currently use an ArcCheck system
(more generally, EPID systems are
becoming popular in Australia)

•

Patient specific QA nominally provides
confidence plans are deliverable

PSQA auditing
•

Current practice resulted in a large
amount of QA data which could (and
should) be regularly audited

•

Identified trends can allow refinement
of processes, etc.

•

We had previously retrospectively
analysed PSQA results to:
 Characterise relationship with plan
parameters and complexity metrics
 Establish control limits for QA process
(Diana Binny – Wednesday morning)

Autoshifting
•

Informally, we had
noticed in the SNC
software that a shift was
recommended more
often than not

•

This is disconcerting –
any systematic
appearance of this
suggests there are errors
in our setup processes

Retrospective audit
•

85 existing and passing PSQA results measured on two ArcCheck devices
selected for audit

•

25 Varian iX VMAT treatments (53 individual arcs)
 Dose calculated using Eclipse TPS (version 13.7)
 ArcCheck positioned using lasers

•

32 TomoTherapy treatments
 Dose calculated using TomoTherapy TPS (version 4.2.5)
 ArcCheck set up using onboard MVCT

•

ArcCheck (model 1220) is cylindrical water equivalent phantom with 1386
diode detectors in helical pattern, across 21 cm length
 Dose calculated on CT with 2 mm resolution and 2.5 mm slice dose grid

Retrospective audit
•

2D gamma evaluations performed: 2%/2mm and lower dose threshold of 5%
 all plans audited had passed QA (agreement index ≥ 95%)

•

Using SNC Patient Software (6.2.2), shifts are calculated using a 1 mm search
interval in both roll (X) and longitudinal (Y) axes

•

Calculations also performed using in-house Python code using search intervals
of 1 mm and 0.1 mm (within a window of ±2 mm)
 Where more than one shift produced the maximum agreement index / pass rate, the
smaller shift or shifts were identified as optimal

•

In house code validated against Low and Dempsey data and SNC software

Audit results
•

30 of 53 VMAT arcs had a -1 mm shift
suggested by SNC

•

Where a -1 mm optimal Y shift was
identified, the mean agreement index
was improved by 1.3% in SNC and 1.2%
in the in-house gamma code

•

21 of 32 TomoTherapy plans has a -1
mm shift suggested by SNC

•

Mean longitudinal shift differed from 0
by >1σ SD

•

Mean roll shift difference was <1σ SD

Audit results
•

Improved gamma agreement
indices calculated using shifts were
significantly different

•

Discretisation offered by 0.1 mm
search interval data enabled
improved visualisation of optimal
shifts

•

Figure shows 0.1 mm search for
VMAT treatment plans

Verification of results
•

QA for VMAT treatments with
optimal longitudinal shifts of 1 mm
were repeated with physical
longitudinal shifts

•

Improvements in agreement
indices were observed with this
physical positioning ‘error’, in line
with calculated agreement index
improvements

Verification of behaviour
•

•

•

•

Winston-Lutz test performed to verify
laser-radiation coincidence
ArcCheck set up with lasers at 0
(approximate longitudinal centre)

Thinnest beam possible produced
(abutting leaf leakage)
Dose delivered with different
longitudinal couch translations

Maximum dose at anterior surface
delivered with 1 mm couch shift
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Discussion
•

The improvements in agreement indices (1-2%) are large, given the action
level window (>95%)

•

The differences may not have been identified if not for an audit – physicists
tend not to establish whether a shift would produce an improved agreement
index when a passing result has been obtained

•

If the optimal shift calculation suggested a shift in the opposite direction, that
may now be viewed more suspiciously

•

We asked 3 other ArcCheck centres whether they had observed similar
behaviour, but they had not. They all had a newer model ArcCheck (c. 2014),
but it is not clear whether there were relevant differences between models

•

Manufacturer specification lists 0.5 mm accuracy for detector locations

Conclusions
•

Applying a 1 mm shift in the Y direction, as suggested by the SNC software
increased GAI increase by approximately 1-2% for most plans, for both VMAT
and TomoTherapy patient specific quality assurance (using lasers and MVCT
imaging for positioning, respectively)

•

A similar 1 mm shift in the Y direction (from laser setup) also resulted in an
increase in maximum dose on the anterior surface in the reconstructed
measurement data

•

This trend might not have otherwise been identified without an audit

•

Supports recommendations in the literature that automatic geometric
adjustment should not be used, without a comprehensive evaluation of
measurement set up and uncertainties

